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One of the most objective clinical manifestations of coronary disease is cardiac infarction. Two
main pathological processes may be implicated in its pathogenesis: first, the degree of disease in the
vessel wall, and secondly, the presence of disease within the arterial lumen in the form ofan occluding
thrombus. Because of this potentially dual pathogenesis, there is a distinct possibility that any of
the lipid abnormalities associated with the development of cardiac infarction, e.g. a high serum
cholesterol level, could be relevant either to the degree of disease in the vessel wall, or alternatively to
thrombosis itself, for occluding or near-occluding thrombi are found in over 90 per cent of recent
infarcts (Mitchell and Schwartz, 1963). We have, therefore, made an attempt to assess the relation-
ships between the amount of the various macroscopic types of coronary artery disease and age,
diastolic blood pressure, heart weight, post-mortem serum cholesterol, and total coronary artery
area. These findings are presented and discussed.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

During the years 1962-63 we studied the coronary arteries of 206 patients (122 male, 84 female) dying in
the Royal Adelaide Hospital, South Australia. This unselected necropsy sample initially comprised all
cases including traumatic deaths presenting for necropsy examination on Wednesdays and alternate Sundays,
but throughout the latter part of the study consecutive patients were admitted to the series. For each of
these patients, the age, sex, and blood pressure levels were abstracted from the hospital in-patient notes when
available. Wherever there was doubt as to the validity of the pressure records thus obtained, as in cases with
heemorrhage, cardiac infarction, or strokes, an attempt was made to detennine representative values from
either the hospital out-patient notes, or from the patients' private medical attendants. In 15 of the 206
patients, valid pressure records were not available from the above sources.

Post-mortem Serum Cholesterol. Total serum cholesterol was determined using modifications of the
methods of Zlatkis, Zak, and Boyle (1953), and Zak (1957). A standard volume of serum (0X2 ml.) was heat-
extracted with an alcohol-acetone mixture and aliquots of this extract were evaporated to dryness. This
residue was dissolved in glacial acetic acid, and the colour developed by the addition of a mixture of ferric
chloride in sulphuric acid.

Blood was removed from the heart while in situ with a 20 ml. syringe inserted in the right atrium, care
being taken to avoid any dilution of the blood with serous fluid from the pleural or pericardial cavities. In
5 of the 206 patients the blood became gelatinous and would not separate on centrifugation.

Fifteen of the 206 patients had a previous serum cholesterol estimation, at intervals ranging from several
hours to two years before death. In Fig. 1, these ante- and post-mortem cholesterol levels are compared.
The post-mortem levels are on the average 33 mg./100 ml. higher than the ante-mortem levels, and the cor-
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450 relation 0-8661 is highly significant (p<0-001), thus

400 * confirming Glanville's (1960) observation that thepost-mortem level may be taken as an indication of
350 the level just before death. Just how these levels* fluctuate over a long period is unknown and can only
300 be determined in a longitudinal survey.

0

th
Preparation of the Coronary Arteries. Before

w 250 W the coronary arteries were dissected, the cardiac

o chambers were freed of blood clot and the heart
6 200 weight was recorded. The coronary ostia were then200-~~~~

*= exposed, and the arteries were opened in situ from the
l5 *- ostia to fixed anatomical points on the heart. Thus

*z the right coronary artery was opened to the posterior
W100 interventricular groove. The main left anterior

0 descending artery was opened along the anterior
iW so interventricular groove to the apex of the heart; and

the left circumflex artery was opened to the posterior
c interventricular groove or to the point of origin of
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 the posterior descending branch. These standard

POST-MORTEM SERUM CHOLESTEROL mg/lOOmL anatomical segments of the coronary arteries were
then dissected from the epicardium, together with

FIG. 1.-Correlation between ante-mortem and post- an attached ring of aorta, washed in 0 9 per cent
mortem total serum cholesterol levels. (r=0-8661; saline, and fixed flat between two sheets ofcardboard
p<0 001.) in 10 per cent formalin. In a few cases, because

of gross disease, it was necessary to pin the arteries
on cork sheets to ensure adequate flattening before fixation. After fixation excess epicardial fat and
peri-adventitial debris were removed.

Staining. The arteries were washed in tap-water, blotted dry, and immersed, intimal side upwards, in a
0 5 per cent solution of Sudan IV, the solvent consisting of equal volumes of 70 per cent ethanol and acetone.
Two changes of 80 per cent ethanol were used for differentiation, which was usually complete in 15 minutes,
when normal areas were either unstained or a faint pink, while the fatty lesions were a deep red. The stained
segments were then washed in running tap water, before their return to formalin awaiting tracing.

Tracing. The stained arteries were placed on a wooden board, and covered with a large sheet of water-
proof tracing material, Kodatrace, which is completely transparent when wet. This was placed in a tray and
covered with a shallow layer of water. The outlines of the three coronary artery branches and the boundaries
of all the lesions were traced with a pencil. Four macroscopic types of plaque were recognized as suggested
by the World Health Organization (1958): (1) Flat sudanophilic-fatty streaks; (2) raised sudanophilic; (3)
raised non-sudanophilic-fibrous plaques; (4) complicated plaques-plaques showing ulceration, thrombosis,
hemorrhage, or calcification. Different symbols were used on the tracings to differentiate the four types of
plaque, as shown in Fig. 2, where it can also be seen that the variably short left coronary trunk was considered
as part of the main left anterior descending artery. All traces, and subsequent planimetry, were performed
without knowledge of the clinical details of the cases under investigation.

Planimetric Assessment. The trace was examined, and all the lesions of each macroscopic type were
numbered in sequence for each of the 3 arterial branches. The area of the branches, and the area of each of
the individual lesions was then measured with a rolling-wheel planimeter (Allbrit) calibrated to read in square
centimetres (cm.2). In all instances the tracing point was taken twice around each area, and the readings
were then halved. For each of the 3 coronary artery branches we recorded the total arterial area and the
areas affected by the four types of lesions. The reproducibility and observer error of this tracing and plani-
metric method have been evaluated by Cranston et al. (1964) who found it to be far more satisfactory than
simple visual assessment.

Statistical Analysis. Both simple and multiple regression analyses were employed. The former, of
interest in their own right, are also an important aid in the selection of determining variates for the multiple
regression analyses.

The multiple regressions computed were designed to account for variability in each of the variates 6-11
inclusive in terms of the variability of the first 5 variates. If in a multiple regression, two or more factors are
significant, then they exert influences that are to some extent at least independent of each other. In studies
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R.C.

L.Circ.

EXPERIMENT 43.

Fatty streaking.

Raised sudanophilic
plaque.

111111Fibrous plaque.

Complicated plaque

FIG. 2.-Example of a coronary artery trace, showing the arteries studied. R.C., right coronary
artery; L.A.D., left anterior descending artery; L.Circ., left circumflex artery.

such as this where some of the determining variates are related, it is important to determine which variates
exert independent effects.

RESULTS

Of the 206 unselected necropsy cases collected for study, 24 were excluded from statistical analysis
for the following reasons: in 15, valid blood pressure records were not available; in a further 5 we
were unable to determine serum cholesterol levels; and in 4, one or other of the 3 coronary artery
branches was anatomically absent. The sample means and variance of the remaining 182 patients
comprising this necropsy sample, together with a numerical key to the 11 variates analysed are
detailed to Table I, and their age and sex distribution are given in Table II.

Diastolic Blood Pressure and Coronary Disease Severity. The significance of diastolic blood
pressure (variate 2) has been determined using linear and multiple regression analyses. It is obvious
from Tables III-VI that the coronary area affected by fatty streaking is unrelated to the diastolic
blood pressure level in either males or females considered separately, or in males and females com-
bined. This finding contrasts with the results obtained for the other macroscopic types of lesions,
namely raised sudanophilic plaques (variate 7), fibrous plaques (variate 8), total disease (variate 10),
and total disease excluding fatty streaking (variate 11). Complicated plaques, however, show no
such relation with the diastolic pressure on either linear or multiple regression analyses, and in this
respect behave similarly to simple fatty streaking.
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TABLE I

KEY TO VARIATES STUDIED, AND SAMPLE MEANS AND VARIANCES

Males (N= 110) Females (N=72) Males and females
Key to variates analysed (N=182)

Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance

1 Age (yr.) .. .. .. .. 64-9 222-9 62-4 238-2 63-9 22941
2 Diastolic blood pressure (mm. Hg) 95-0 572-5 99 4 444-1 96-8 523-6
3 Heart weight (g.) .. .. 447-1 14770 376-9 14820 419-4 15890
4 Post-mortem total serum cholesterol 231-2 6765 272-0 10120 247-4 8444

(mg./100 ml.)
5 Total coronary area (cm.2) .. 24-7 34-46 21-8 36-10 23-6 36-92
6 Area of fatty streaking (cm.2) .. 1-92 3-388 2-78 6-518 2-26 4-776
7 Area of raised sudanophilic plaques

(cm.2) .. .. .. .. 4-35 14-28 4-36 13-74 4-35 13-99
8 Area of fibrous plaques (cm.2) .. 2-64 4-167 1-82 2-492 2-32 3-649
9 Area of complicated plaques (cm.2) 1-46 8-820 1-34 7-291 1-42 8-175
10 Total disease (6+7+8+9) (cm.2) .. 10-37 44-29 10-30 52-77 10-34 47-37
11 Total disease less fatty streaking

(10-6) (cm.2) .. .. .. 8-45 36-83 7-52 37-63 8-09 37-15

TABLE II
AGE AND SEX DISTRIBUTION OF DATA

Males (N = 1 0) Females (N =72)

Age (yr.) Age (yr.)
Key to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

variates* 10-19 20-29 30-39 140-49 50-59 60-69 170-79 80-89 90-99 10-19 20-29 130-39 140-49 50-59 60-69 170-79 80-89 190-99
Number of patients Number of patients

2 1 3 12 19 21 37 14 1 1 0 4 13 10 13 25 6 0

2 85 0 90.0 70-0 99 2 101 8 99-5 91-9 90-6 100 0 70-0 - 93-8 101-9 101-0 105-4 98-0 93-3 -

3 375-0 480-0 419 7 431-9 477-7 429-5 437-7 484-4 440 0 350-0 - 305-8 318-8 360-2 397-5 409-0 404-5 -

4 225-0 280-0 197-7 237-7 246-2 251-6 218-6 217-9 160 0 210-0 - 278-8 281-2 261-4 271-2 275-2 264 7 -

5 14-8 17-4 18-6 24-4 24-6 25-0 25-5 26-1 24-3 12-1 - 18-4 18-3 23-2 22-8 23-4 23-0 -

6 0-5 1-1 0-4 1-5 1-9 2-3 2-0 1-9 2-2 1-0 - 1-9 2-3 2-3 2-6 3-1 4-5 -
7 0-0 2-6 0-1 4-9 4-2 44 4-7 4-6 4-0 0-0 - 2-5 1-9 6-1 5-6 4-5 5 3 -

8 0-0 0-8 0-1 3-1 3-3 3 4 2-3 2-1 3-8 0-0 - 1.1 1-7 1-9 2-4 1-8 1 4 -

9 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-5 0-7 0-9 2-5 2-1 0-2 0-0 - 0-0 0-0 1-8 2-0 2-0 0-6 -

10 0-5 4-4 0-7 10-0 10-1 11-1 11-6 10-7 10-2 1-0 - 5-4 6-0 12-1 12-6 11-5 11-7 -

11 0-0 33 0-2 8-5 8-1 8-8 9-6 8-8 8-0 0-0 - 3-6 37 9-8 10-0 8-3 7-2 -

* Key is given in Table I.

TABLE III
RESULTS OF LINEAR CORRELATION ANALYSES FOR MEN

Variate Intercorrelation matrix -Males (N= 110)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11
1 1-0000 -0-0094 0-0575 -0-0747 0-2271 0-1018 0-1391 0-0391 0-2644t1 0-2371 0-2291
2 1-0000 0-2424 0-1389 0-2231 0-0797 0-3756:1 0-3658$: 0-0456 0-3679$: 0-3792:
3 1-0000 0-2173 0-3943:1 0-1204 0-3729:1 0-3089t1 0-0992 0-38411: 0-38461
4 1-0000 0-1169 -0-0976 0-2631t1 0-2739t1 0-0575 0-2321 0-2841t
5 1-0000 0-5803$ 0-5855:1 0-4293:1 0-1394 0-6869:1 0-5772:
6 1-0000 0-2597t1 0-1774 -0-0803 0-4426$: 0-1820
7 1-0000 0-5204 1 0-0585 0-8254$: 0-8263:
8 1-0000 0-0184 0-65951 0-6694:
9 1-0000 0-4629$: 0-53201:
10 1-0000 0-9623:
11 l_ l_ _ l - 1-0000

Since 55 correlation coefficients are considered simultaneously, conservative tests of significance are employed.
r values exceeding 0-2453 are significant at the 0-01 level (t), and values exceeding 0-3093 are significant at the 0-001
level (). Key to variates is given in Table I.
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CORONARY DISEASE SEVERITY AT NECROPSY 735

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF LINEAR CORRELATION ANALYSES FOR WOMEN

Variate Intercorrelation Matrix-females (N=72)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1 0000 0 0403 0-3136t -0-0046 0 3905t 0 2650 0 3005 0-1105 0-2311 0 3564t 0-3117t
2 1 0000 0-2676 0-2213 0-2627 0-0691 0-3665t 0-2664 0-2628 0-3669t 0 4057$
3 1 0000 0-0838 0-5072t 0-2054 05499t 0-4174t 0-4437t 0 6085t 0 6350t
4 1 0000 -01677 -0-0350 -00561 0-2010 -0 0734 -0-0246 -0-0145
5 1 0000 05766t 06580t 04997t 03024t 07595t 06593t
6 1 0000 0-2743 0-3215t 0-0603 0-5837t 0-2750
7 1 0000 0-5157t 0-3241t 0-8393t 0-8797t
8 1 0000 01857 06625t 0 6507t
9 1 0000 0-5987t 0-6838t
10 10000 09412t
11 1.0000

r (0-01)=0-3019; r (0O001)=0-3803. Key to variates is given in Table I.

TABLE V
RESULTS OF LINEAR CORRELATION ANALYSES FOR MEN AND WOMEN COMBINED

Variates Intercorrelation matrix-males and females (N= 182)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 1 0000 0-0014 01759 -0-0588 03034t 01592 0*2025t 00782 02520$ 02870t 02670t
2 1 0000 0-2146t 0-1864 0 2076t 0-0898 03703t 0 3058t 0-1175 0-3634$ 0-3782t
3 1 0000 00882 04748t 00969 04248t 03798t 0*2242t 04602t 04849t
4 1-0000 -0-0610 -0-0197 01196 01833 -0-0021 01087 01298
5 1 0000 05006t 05969t 0-4761t 0*1999t 0 6985t 06093t
6 1 0000 0-2579t 01772 -0-0202 0-4984t 0-2043t
7 1 0000 0 5038t 01559 0-8300t 0-8447t
8 1 0000 00735 06381t 06570t
9 1 0000 0-5141t 0 5878t
10 1-0000 0-9505t
I I 1r0000

r (0-01)=0-1902; r (0-001)=0-2422. Key to variates is given in Table I.

It is of interest to note that in men variates 7, 8, 10, and 11, namely raised fatty and fibrous
plaques, total disease, and total disease less fatty streaking were all significantly related to the
diastolic blood pressure level at the 1 per cent level (Table VI). In women, however, only variate 11
(total disease less fatty streaking) showed a statistically significant relation (p<005), though in the
regression analysis of variates 7 and 10 diastolic blood pressure contributed materially without
quite attaining significance. From these results it appears that the diastolic blood pressure level is a
more important determining variate with respect to coronary disease severity in men than in women.

Serum Cholesterol and Coronary Disease Severity. Simple linear correlation analyses (Tables
flI-V) have revealed a statistically significant relation (p<O Ol) in men but not in women between
the total serum cholesterol level, and the coronary artery area affected by raised sudanophilic
plaques (variate 7), fibrous plaques (variate 8), and total disease less fatty streaking (variate I1I).
When men and women are combined, these relationships are obscured (Table V).

In neither men nor women, singly or in combination, is there any significant correlation between
the total serum cholesterol level and the amount of fatty streaking or complicated plaques (Tables
III-V). This finding, when considered in conjunction with the blood pressure findings, emphasizes
the differential behaviour of these two variates, and the other types of lesions.

The statistical significance of total serum cholesterol as a determining variate for coronary disease
severity was further explored by multiple regression analyses (Table VI). In men we found a signi-
ficant correlation (p<005) between the total serum cholesterol level and the extent of raised fatty
and fibrous plaques, and total disease less fatty streaking (variates 7, 8, and 11). Total serum
cholesterol (variate 4) contributed considerably to the regression for variate 10, or total disease, but
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED

Student's "t" values

Determining Variates Residual Multiple
Sex mean correlation

Dependent Age Diastolic Heart Total Total squares coefficient
variates (1) blood weight serum coronary (R)

pressure (3) cholesterol area
(2) (4) (5)

Males 6 _ -2-16* 7-734 2.193 0-604
N=110 7 3 14t 2-29* 6-811t 8-310 0-659

8 3K10t 2.38* 4-15$ 3 005 0*547
9 2-85t 8-279 0-264§
10 3-08t 1-93 NS 9-17: 21-100 0-733
11 - 3-19t - 2.59* 6 66$ 21406 0 660

Females 6 _ - 5-911t 4-413 0 577§
N=72 7 1-93 NS 2-64* - 4-88: 6-856 0-723

8 2-93t 5 50: 1-710 0 577
9 4-14: _ 5-939 0 444§
10 1-89 NS 3-31t 7-031 18-641 0-813
11 2.41* 4-05t 4-611 16-059 0-769

Males and 6 - -2-51* 8-121 3-496 0-526
females 7 4-12: 2-27* 7 40: 8-023 0 660

8 2.51* 2-08* 2-54* 5 30$ 2-544 0-564
N=182 9 3{04t 2-57* 7*465 0-311

10 1V85 NS 3-82: 2.04* 2-00* 9-78$ 20*990 0 754
11 1*82 NS 3-96: 3-20t 1-87 NS 6-90$: 19-398 0-702

* Denotes p less than 0-05.
t Denotes p less than 0-01.
t Denotes p less than 0-001.
§ Linear correlation coefficient.

did not achieve statistical significance. In women the only significant correlation to emerge was
for fibrous plaques (p<00l). In neither men nor women did the area affected by complicated
plaques (variate 9) show any significant correlation with the total serum cholesterol level.
A curious pattern emerged when fatty streaking was considered (Table VI). In men we found a

statistically significant negative correlation (p<0 05) between the amount of fatty streaking and the
total serum cholesterol level. Women, however, showed neither a significant negative nor a positive
correlation. Combining men and women provided no such correlations, and the relation between
serum cholesterol levels and the other variates became less conclusive.

Age and Coronary Disease Severity. Simple linear correlation analyses (Table III-V) have
revealed that age and some of the other variates are significantly related. Thus in men there is a
statistically significant relation between age and the amount of complicated plaques (variate 9), while
in women no such relation can be seen, though age and variates 3, 5, 10, and 11 are significantly
related. Combining men and women, it can be seen that as well as these relations the correlation
between raised sudanophilic plaques and age also becomes statistically significant (p<OOl).

With multiple regression analyses (Table VI), the only significant relations to emerge between
age and coronary disease severity are for complicated plaques in men, and men and women combined
(p<00l). In the latter, age contributed considerably to the regressions for total disease, and total
disease less fatty streaking (variates 10 and 11), but did not quite attain statistical significance.
These findings suggest that though some components of coronary disease severity are significantly
related to age on the basis of simple linear correlation analyses, this relation is to some extent
determined by other age-dependent variates, including heart weight, total coronary area, and diastolic
blood pressure.
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CORONARY DISEASE SEVERITY AT NECROPSY

Heart Weight and Coronary Disease Severity. From Table VI it can be seen that in women heart
weight is a statistically significant determining variate with respect to all dependent variates with the
exception of fatty streaking (variate 6) and fibrous plaques (variate 8). In men and women com-
bined, heart weight is a significant determining variate for all six dependent variates, though it should
be noted that the relationship with fatty streaking (variate 6) is negative.

Coronary Area and Coronary Disease Severity. In both men and women, and in men and
women combined, we have found (Table VI) that all the variates of coronary disease severity with
the notable exception of complicated plaques (variate 9) are significantly related to the size (area) of
the coronary arteries (p<0 001). These findings suggest that the coronary area at risk is an impor-
tant factor in determining the extent of disease.

DISCUSSION
The widely accepted relation between coronary artery disease severity and various serum lipid

abnormalities including a high serum cholesterol level has been largely based on inference rather
than on fact. Several points in this perplexing jigsaw are reasonably clear. First, from the pioneer
studies of Kinsell and his associates (1952, 1958) and the extensive field studies of Keys et al. (1958),
it is now accepted that both the quality and quantity of dietary fats play an important role in deter-
mining the serum cholesterol level in man. Secondly, there is little doubt that the plasma lipid
levels are raised in patients with clinical coronary artery disease, an observation supported by many
workers, which over the past few years has been convincingly established by Dawber and his
associates (1962) from their excellent longitudinal study at Framingham. In reporting their findings
after a period of 8 years, they concluded that a high initial serum cholesterol level, and also raised
blood pressure level were significantly associated with an increased risk of developing clinical
"coronary heart disease ".

Whether it is reasonable to extrapolate from their data to a correlation between the serum
cholesterol level and the degree of coronary artery disease, or alternately to assume a relationship
between the former and the presence of an occluding coronary artery thrombus, we are uncertain.
The present study suggests that the first alternative is likely to be correct, though the possible validity
of the second alternative is certainly not excluded. We have found that the total serum cholesterol
level, determined on post-mortem blood, is a statistically significant determining variate for some of
the components of coronary disease severity in both men and women (Table VI), and, moreover,
that the effect is more important in the former than in the latter. It is also of interest to note that in
neither men nor women did we find a significant positive correlation between the extent of fatty
streaking and the serum cholesterol level, a finding that emphasizes the differential behaviour of
fatty streaking and raised fatty and fibrous plaques. This potentially important difference has already
been discussed by Schwartz and Mitchell (1962). The negative correlation for fatty streaking noted
in Table VI could well mirror the positive correlation observed for the other types of lesions.

Thrombosis is but one of the four parameters considered under the term complicated plaque.
In neither men nor women did the extent of this type of plaque (variate 9) show any correlation with
the serum cholesterol level. In this study both calcification and ulceration were more extensive
components of the complicated plaque than thrombosis itself. This dilution effect, together with
the essentially heterogeneous composition of the complicated plaque, could easily obscure any
relation, if there is one, between serum cholesterol levels and thrombosis. Because of this difficulty
we recommend that thrombosis be considered separately in any future pathological or epidemio-
logical studies.

The only other attempt to relate the degree of coronary artery disease at necropsy with the serum
lipid levels was made by Paterson, Armstrong, and Armstrong (1963) who after a meticulous study
failed to establish any correlation between these variables. Many factors, including differences in
methods of assessing disease severity, the selection of cases, and even the number of cases studied
could singly, or in combination, account for the different findings. Although we have clearly
demonstrated a statistical correlation between the terminal serum cholesterol level and some of the
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components of coronary disease severity at necropsy, it would be premature to conclude that these
two variables are causally related.

Mitchell, Schwartz, and Zinger (1964) have already shown a clear relation between aortic
disease severity (excluding fatty streaking and complicated plaques) and the diastolic blood pressure
levels in a large unselected necropsy survey. In many respects the findings of this study confirm
their observations, for neither the extent of fatty streaking nor the extent of complicated plaques in
the coronary arteries has shown any correlation with the blood pressure level, while the remaining
macroscopic types of lesions show a variable relation with the latter in both men and women
(Table VI). As with the serum cholesterol level, the level of diastolic blood pressure appears to be
a more important determining variate in men than in women. These findings are generally con-
sistent with the results of the Framingham study, and certainly suggest that raised blood pressure
might play a role in the development of coronary artery disease. This has already been suggested
by others including Davis and Klainer (1940). Such a conclusion must of course be considered with
caution, for it is remotely possible that either a high blood pressure, or a high serum cholesterol level,
could be overt manifestations of a more fundamental and as yet unrecognized cause of coronary
artery disease.

Age is clearly an important determining variate for the extent of complicated plaques in men, and
also in men and women combined (Table VI). In this latter combined group, age almost attains
statistical significance for variates 10 and 11, while fatty streaking shows no such relation. It is
obvious that some of these relations differ when simple linear correlation analyses are employed
(Tables III-V), and age is clearly a less important factor in the multiple regression analyses. This
observation emphasizes the fact that though age is by itself a significant determining variate, a
proportion of the age-effect is due to other age-dependent variates. It is noted that the greatest rise
in total disease less fatty streaking (variate 11) occurs in men aged 40-49, while in women the rise
occurs some 10 years later in the age-group 50-59 years. This age and sex difference points to the
possible protective effect of hormonal factors in premenopausal women, a phenomenon that has
been described and reviewed by Oliver (1960).

From this brief discussion it must be obvious that coronary disease severity is statistically related
to many factors including blood pressure and serum cholesterol levels, as well as to age, heart weight,
and total coronary artery area. While the possible role of thrombosis in its etiology and patho-
genesis has received but scant mention in this discussion, it is possible that this could provide an
alternative link between abnormal lipid metabolism on the one hand and the development of stenos-
ing arterial plaques on the other.

SUMMARY

Quantitative planimetric methods for the assessment of coronary artery disease severity have been
employed in this unselected necropsy study. We found statistically significant correlations between
the extent of some of the components of coronary disease and diastolic blood pressure, post-
mortem serum cholesterol levels, heart weight, age, and total coronary artery area. The relation
between these variates differed in men and women.
A differential pattern of behaviour between fatty streaking and other macroscopic types of raised

plaques was noted. No significant positive correlation between the extent of fatty streaking and
either the diastolic blood pressure level or the post-mortem serum cholesterol level was observed, and
the latter was found to correlate closely with the level determined during life. These findings have
been discussed with reference to their possible significance in the etiology and pathogenesis of coro-
nary artery disease.

We are indebted to Miss V. Vainickis for her invaluable technical assistance throughout the study; to Professor J. S.
Robertson and the staff of the University Department of Pathology for their co-operation, to Mr. W. Nolan and J. A.
Smith for the photographs, and to Miss D. Tidswell for computing assistance.
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